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Weak antiferromagnetism due to Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction in Ba3Cu2O4Cl2
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The antiferromagnetic insulating cuprate Ba3Cu2O4Cl2 contains folded CuO2 chains with four magnetic
copper ions (S51/2) per unit cell. An underlying multiorbital Hubbard model is formulated and the superex-
change theory is developed to derive an effective spin Hamiltonian for this cuprate. The resulting spin Hamil-
tonian involves a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya term and a more weak symmetric anisotropic exchange term besides
the isotropic exchange interaction. The corresponding Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vectors of each magnetic Cu-Cu
bond in the chain reveal a well defined spatial order. Both, the superexchange theory and the complementary
group theoretical consideration, lead to the same conclusion on the character of this order. The analysis of the
ground-state magnetic properties of the derived model leads to the prediction of an additional noncollinear
modulation of the antiferromagnetic structure. This weak antiferromagnetism is restricted to one of the Cu
sublattices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electronic, superconducting, and magnetic properties
the fast growing family of copper oxides and oxychlorid
have attracted much attention in the last years. The undo
parent materials in the cuprate family are insulators show
a variety of low-dimensional magnetic properties. This va
ety extends from the quasi-two-dimensional~2D! antiferro-
magnetic~AFM! behavior1,2 with possible admixture of a
weak ferromagnetism3–7 in the planar compounds t
quasi-1D magnetic properties, observable in the chainlike1,8,9

and spin-ladder10 systems. The superexchange theory11–15

provides the necessary basis which allows us to derive an
estimate the main interactions, including anisotropic on
responsible for the magnetic coupling of the copper sp
The form, and especially the magnitude of several interac
constants of the resulting spin Hamiltonian, howev
strongly depend on pecularities of the Cu-O-Cu bond c
figuration in different cuprates~see Ref. 16 and reference
therein!. One interesting class of magnetic cuprates conta
competing magnetic subsystems, like, for instance, tetra
nal Ba2Cu3O4Cl2 built up of Cu3O4 planes with two types of
copper sites ~CuI, CuII!.17 It is well known that in
Ba2Cu3O4Cl2 ~as well as in Sr2Cu3O4Cl2) the moments of
the CuI and CuII atoms order antiferromagnetically at diff
ent temperaturesTN,I'330–380 K andTN,II '30–40 K,
respectively.4–7,18 Below TN,I a small spontaneous magne
zation M0 within the basal plane of the tetragonal lattice h
been reported. The corresponding magnetic structure
been analyzed in Refs. 4–7,18 and 19.

The aim of this paper is to develop the superexcha
theory for the orthorhombic compound Ba3Cu2O4Cl2 ~space
group Pmma) with a Cu-O-Cu bond geometry rather u
usual in the cuprate family, but having also two crystal
graphically different types of Cu sites.20 Actually, in this
compound the edge-sharing CuO4 plaquettes are not aligne
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~21!/14229~8!/$15.00
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in the same plane, but form folded chains. The chain axi
parallel to the orthorhombica axis. The unit cell with two
sorts,A andB, of crystallographically nonequivalent Cu site
is depicted in Fig. 1. Due to the typical Cu21 (3d9) states
the compound is an insulator. It was found to behave lik
classical antiferromagnet with a Ne´el temperatureTN of
about 20 K.7 Below TN and for applied magnetic fields Ha
parallel to thea axis this compound shows a spin-flop tra
sition atm0Ha'2.6 T.7 Thus the ‘‘easy axis’’ of the antifer-
romagnetically ordered moments turns out to be thea axis.
Above TN the susceptibility follows a normal Curie-like be
havior. From the Curie constant an effective paramagn

FIG. 1. Two unit cells of Ba3Cu2O4Cl2, space groupPmma.
The Cu-O4 plaquettes form folded chains with their axes parallel
the a axis. To better demonstrate one of these CuO2 chains, the
origin in the figure was taken at~0,1/2,0!. The crystal structure as
well as the chains contain two types of copper sites, CuA and CuB .
14 229 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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moment of about 2mB is derived, which is typical for Cu21

in the 3d9 state. No weak ferromagnetism has be
observed.7 Preliminary group theoretical analysis showed19

that in Ba3Cu2O4Cl2 weak ferromagnetism is forbidde
while weak antiferromagnetism cannot be excluded. It
suggesting to explain the expected noncollinearity in
AFM structure due to the presence of Dzyaloshinskii-Mor
-type21,22 interactions between the Cu spins in Ba3Cu2O4Cl2.
Actually, the lack of a center of inversion for each individu
Cu-O-Cu bond in a chain clearly shows that such an an
tropic interaction is allowed. However, the space pattern
these local Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vectors in the entire l
tice and its relation to magnetic ground-state peculiarities
far from being obvious. Detailed calculations are necess
to reveal the actual space pattern together with the form
the complete spin Hamiltonian. To solve this problem
develop below a microscopic approach based on the su
exchange theory. The resulting spin model is analyzed
characterize quantitatively the magnetic ground state
Ba3Cu2O4Cl2. In order to remove certain remaining ambig
ities the microscopic approach is complemented by sym
try considerations.

The organization of the paper is the following. In the ne
section the results of the band-structure calculation in
local-density approximation~LDA ! for Ba3Cu2O4Cl2 will be
briefly presented. The basic set of copper and oxygen o
als responsible for superexchange processes will be fixe
gether with the estimates for the corresponding electro
transfer integrals and the orbital crystal-field splitting para
eters. At the next step, to provide a background for the
perexchange theory the underlying multiorbital Hubba
model is formulated with spin-orbit coupling on copper io
involved. The perturbation expansion of the multiorbi
Hubbard model is used in Sec. III to derive an effective s
Hamiltonian for the nearest-neighbor Cu-Cu magnetic in
actions. A mean-field analysis of the model derived is a
presented and a prediction on the ground-state magn
structure in Ba2Cu2O4Cl2 is formulated. A complementary
group theoretical analysis is presented in Sec. IV. Conc
ing remarks can be found in Sec. V.

II. BAND STRUCTURE AND THE UNDERLYING
MULTIORBITAL HUBBARD MODEL

The band structure of Ba3Cu2O4Cl2 was calculated within
the local-density approximation~LDA ! using a recently de-
veloped full-potential nonorthogonal local-orbital minimum
basis scheme~FPLO!.23 Here, the Cu(3d, 4s, 4p), Ba(5s,
5p, 5d, 6s, 6p), Cl(3s, 3p, 3d), and O(2s, 2p, 3d) states
were treated as valence states and the lower lying state
core states. For our purpose to extract tight-binding par
eters it is sufficient to perform a non-spin-polarized calcu
tion. The nonmagnetic solution shows metallic behavior w
four bands crossing the Fermi surface, corresponding to
four copper atoms per unit cell. Hereafter the notationsB1 ,
A1 , B2, andA2 will be used to specify the different Cu site
in a unit cell.

Due to the folding of the CuO2 chains by nearly 90° the
bandwidth of the half filled antibonding bands is relative
narrow ('0.5 eV) and only half as large as in the plan
~unfolded! edge-shared chains such as in Li2CuO2 or
n
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CuGeO3.24 The orbital analysis for the four bands at Ferm
level shows that these bands are built up mainly from
CuA–3dyz and the CuB–3dx22y2 orbitals, respectively, with
an admixture of all three O–2px , –2py , –2pz orbitals ~the
global axesx, y, andz are parallel to the crystallographica,
b, andc axes, respectively!. The other Cu–3d orbitals give
rise to a band structure~16 bands altogether! which spans the
range of binding energies from 2 eV up to 4 eV below t
Fermi level. The band states of predominantly O 2px , 2py ,
2pz character fall into the range of binding energies fro
;2 eV up to;6 eV.

The indirect coupling of the Cu–3d orbitals via the inter-
mediate O–2p orbitals can be described by a set of effecti
hopping matrix elements. Considering first the top-most fo
bands formed by the active, i.e., spin carrying, CuA–3dyz

and CuB–3dx22y2 orbitals we obtained the following result
by fitting those bands to a four-band tight-binding~TB!
model.25 The intrachain hopping between the neighbori
CuA and CuB sites,tAB

x .65 meV, is of the same order as th
interchain diagonal CuB1

–CuB1
hopping, tBB

2xy.260 meV.
Considering the hierarchy of transfer processes, the n
terms were found to betAA

y .tBB
y .30 meV which corre-

spond to the interchain nearest neighbor hoppings along ty
direction. The interlayer hopping parameters alongz direc-
tion are very weak. Therefore the seemingly quasi-o
dimensional compound Ba3Cu2O4Cl2 has to be classified, in
a first approximation, as a two-dimensional compound w
spatially anisotropic interactions within a layer and we
couplings between the layers~which are necessary to explai
the 3D magnetism and the experimentally found finite N´el
temperature!. That is true also for the exchange couplings
the spins related to the CuA–3dxz and CuB–3dx22y2 basic
orbitals. Below we will consider in great detail the micro
scopic origin of the dominant intrachain nearest-neighbor
teractions that involve rather strong magnetic anisotrop
due to the nontrivial geometry of a particular chain. T
remaining interchain couplings are expected to influen
only the spin isotropic part of the exchange interaction sin
they occur in a more simple geometry.

To develop the theory of superexchange, in the followi
the appropriate underlying Hubbard model is formulated
Ba3Cu2O4Cl2. Due to theS51/2 nature of the spins on th
Cu12 sites, a single-ion anisotropy cannot occur. A magne
anisotropy can only be obtained by taking into account
multaneously both, the spin-orbit coupling and the splitti
of the orbitals by crystalline fields.26 The spin-orbit coupling
of the copper ions is described by theHLS term in the under-
lying electronic Hamiltonian. This term and the kinetic on
Ht , are considered as the perturbation while the zero-or
HamiltonianH05H0

(d)1H0
(p) is a sum of the on-site interac

tions at copper and oxygen atoms, respectively. Thus
complete Hamiltonian is specified as follows:

H0
(d)5(

j H(m (
a

« jm
d djm,a

† djm,a

1 (
mm8

(
aa8

Ud
mm8njma

d njm8a8
d J ,
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H0
(p)5(

l H(k
(
b

« lk
p plk,b

† plk,b1(
kk8

(
bb8

Up
kk8nlkb

p nlk8b8
p J ,

Ht5 (
j ,m,a

(
l P j ,k

$t jm,lkdjm,a
† plk,a1H.c.%,

HLS5l(
j

LW jSW j , ~1!

where the hole representation and the standard notation
cuprates are used. Herej, which is a composite index, de
notes a cell number and the sort of the Cu site in the cel
P j is used to denote an O site neighboring to thej site. The
term« jm

d is the crystal field level for themth copperd orbital
at thej th site. The results of the band structure calculation25

allow us to estimate the crystal field splitting between
lowest « j 0

d (5«0
d) and the excited (m5” 0) levels « jm

d

(.«m
d ) as«m

d 2«0
d'2eV [«d . We neglect the difference o

this splitting between the different excitedm states as well as
between the nonequivalent Cuj sites, which is of minor im-
portance for the present purposes. For the further calc

tions only the copper on-site Coulomb integralUd
mm8 with

m85m is required, which is assumed in analogy with oth
cuprates to beUd

mm5Ud.8 –10 eV. The crystal field split-
ting between the different oxygenuplk& orbitals (k5x,y,z)
located on a lattice sitel is not taken into account in th
present consideration. The estimate for the ‘‘bare’’ cha
transfer gapDp5«p2«0

d'4 eV is deduced from the band
structure calculations and a complementary finite clus
analysis.27 For the oxygen on-site Coulomb integralsUp

kk

5Up and Up
kk85Up22Jp ~for k5” k8), the following esti-

mates,Up.4 eV andJp.0.2–0.4 eV, standard for the cu
prates~see Ref. 28 and references therein!, are assumed.

Next, we consider the kinetic part,Ht . According to
Slater and Koster~see Ref. 29! one can express the hoppin
amplitudest jm,lk between the nearest-neighbor copperudjm&
and oxygenuplk& orbitals as linear combinations of the tw
parameters, (pds) and (pdp). By using the approximation
(pdp).21/2(pds)52tpd

eff/A3 which is valid for
transition-metal oxides,30 one may writet jm,lk5xmktpd

eff . In
this expression, for givenudjm& anduplk&, the factorxmk is a
function of direction cosines of the (jW2 lW) vector. All these
factors, of order unity, are calculated by using the rout
procedure.29 The only parameter remaining,tpd

eff , is estimated
from the band-structure calculations. For the special com
sition of CuO4 plaquettes in Ba3Cu2O4Cl2 with only nearest-
neighbor Cu-O hopping we obtained the following estim
tpd
eff.0.5 eV by using the formulatAB

x 5(tpd
eff)2/Dp . That

value is smaller than the corresponding nearest-neigh
Cu-O hopping terms in other cuprates15,28,31,32since the ef-
fects of the different geometry, the neglect of direct O
transfer, and of the crystal-field splitting at oxygen sites
all condensed into one effective parameter. The valuel
50.1 eV of the spin-orbit coupling, characteristic for oth
cuprates, is taken in the calculation.
for
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III. SPIN HAMILTONIAN AND THE MEAN-FIELD
GROUND-STATE SPIN CONFIGURATION

The derivation of the effective superexchange interacti
using perturbation theory in the multiband Hubbard mod
has been presented already many times for pla
cuprates.26,33,34 Some peculiarities of the present derivatio
are due to the fact that the CuO2 chains in Ba3Cu2O4Cl2 are
folded. The unit cell of this structure contains four differe
Cu ions which are denoted in Fig. 2 asB1 , A1 , B2, andA2.
Therefore there is a sequence of four different magn
bonds (i j )5(B1 ,A1), (A1 ,B2), (B2 ,A2), and (A2 ,B18),
where the siteB18 belongs to the neighboring unit cell. W
start by deriving the spin Hamiltonian for a particular (AB)
or (BA) bond of this sequence, and then extend the con
eration to the entire structure. Two oxygen ions, (l 5L,R),
which are common neighbors of CuA and CuB , mediate the
superexchange interaction between CuA and CuB . By apply-
ing an appropriate unitary transformation one can defi
molecular-type basic functions for the oxygen single-h
states in the form upn&5(upLk&6upRk&)/A2, with (n
51, . . . 6 fork5x,y,z), that are used below.

At the first step of the expansion procedure the exci
udjm& orbitals (m5” 0) are taken into account by addition
vector hybrydization terms;CW j ,n•sW ab connecting the
ground stateudj 0& orbitals with differentupn& orbitals. Then,
the original hopping processes;t j 0,n and the additional new
ones can be dealed simultaneously within the same appr
mation. The corresponding effective kinetic term is

H1
(AB)5 (

j 5A,B
(

n
(
ab

@ t j 0,ndab1CW j ,n•sW ab#dj 0,a
† pn,b1H.c.,

~2!

wheresW ab represent the Pauli matrices and

CW j ,n52
l

2«d
(
m

LW j ,0mt jm,n ; CW n, j* 5CW j ,n . ~3!

FIG. 2. Spatial ordering of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vecto

DW BA
i j , etc., related to a pair of Cu atoms located atBi andAj . ~The

first indices refer to the left atom in the pair!. The z (z8) axes are
locally defined and are perpendicular to the correspond
plaquette. The dashed line is the localz (z8) axis of the plaquette
left to that under consideration and is used for the definition of
anglesfBA

i j : The rotation of the corresponding dashed line onto
local axis results in the rotation anglefBA

i j , the sign of which de-

fines the direction of the local Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vectorsDW BA
i j .

The crystallographic axesa, b, and c form the global coordinate
system.
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Here, LW j ,0m are matrix elements of the orbital angular m
mentum operator andt jm,n are the original amplitudes for th
hopping process between the excitedmth crystal-fieldd-state
and thenth oxygenp state.

Finally, the upn&-orbital states can be eliminated in th
perturbation procedure and the corresponding fourth-o
processes are summed up into the following s
Hamiltonian33 referring to one CuA-(O-O)-CuB magnetic
bond:

H (AB)5JABSW ASW B1DW AB•@SW A3SW B#1SW A



VABSW B ~4!

with the interaction constants

JAB54(
nn8

gnn8@ tA0,ntn,B01CW A,n•CW n,B#•@ tB0,n8tn8,A0

1CW B,n8•CW n8,A#,

DW AB58ı(
nn8

gnn8tA0,ntn,B0@CW B,n8tn8,A01tB0,n8C
W

n8,A#,

VAB
mn5GAB

mn1GAB
nm2dmnS (

j
GAB

jj D , ~5!

GAB
mn54(

nn8
gnn8@CA,n

m tn,B01tA0,nCn,B
m #•@CB,n8

n tn8,A0

1tB0,n8Cn8,A
n

#.

Heregnn8 is given by

gnn85
1

Dp
2 F 1

Ud
1

1

2Dp
1

1

2Dp1Up
nn8G , ~6!

where Up
nn5Up and Up

nn85Up22Jp (n85” n). Further on
the notationgnn5g will be used. One may note a wea
difference betweengnn (n85n) and gnn8 (n85” n). Taking
into account the particular form of thet j 0,n (5tn, j 0) and
CW j ,n (5CW n, j* ) transfer parameters, we find the final expre
sions for the nonzero interaction constants:

JAB54gbAB
2 2dJAB ,

DAB
y 58gbABcAB , ~7!

GAB
yy 54gcAB

2 2dGAB
yy ,

where

bAB5~ tpd
eff!2~12cosfAB!,

cAB5
1

A3
S l

«d
D ~ tpd

eff!2sinfAB ,

dJAB'S l

«d
D 2

4gbAB
2 , ~8!
er
n

-

dGAB
yy 'S Jp

2Dp1Up
D4gcAB

2 .

It is worth emphasizing at this stage that the vectorDW AB of
the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction is directed along theyW

axis ~i.e., DAB
x 5DAB

z 50) and the symmetric anisotropy i
described by only one nonzero parameterGAB

yy . Note that the

direction of DW AB is in agreement with the rules given b
Moriya.22 The parameterfAB is characteristic for the di-
rected (AB) bond. More generally, a particular paramet
f i j has to be assigned to each bond in the entire chain
structure in the following way. Let us ascribe to the center
each j th plaquette a localzW j axis perpendicular to the plan
of the plaquette. For instance, in Fig. 2 thezW(5zW i) and zW8

(5zW j ) are related toi 5B1 and j 5A1, respectively. Then,
f i j is the angle of the rotation which transforms the localzW i

axis into thezW j axis. Therefore one has

fBA
11 52fAB

12 52fBA
22 5fAB8

21 .84°, ~9!

where the left~right! indices refer to the left~right! atom in
the directed bond. It can be directly checked that each m
netic bond is described by the same form of the spin Ham
tonian ~4!–~8!. By using the relations~7–9! it can be easily
seen that the parametersJ and Gyy are bond independen
while the componentDi j

y changes the sign in accordanc
with Eq. ~9!. The spin Hamiltonian for the entire chainlik
magnetic system can be written in the following form:

H5(
i j

H ( i j ), H ( i j )5H 0
( i j )1dH ( i j ),

H 0
( i j )54g$b2SW i•SW j12bcj i j dW •@SW i3SW j #

1c2@2~dW SW i !~dW SW j !2SW i•SW j #%,

dH ( i j )52dJSW iSW j2dGyy@2~dW SW i !~dW SW j !2SW iSW j #, ~10!

where dW is the unit vector along the globalbW axis. j i j
5sgnf i j determines the space pattern of the Dzyaloshins
Moriya vectors for the chainlike structure@see Eq.~9!#.

Below the arguments given by Shekhtman, Ent
Wohlman, and Aharony35 for the single-bond superexchang
interactions are extended to the chainlike magnetic sys
with this special pattern of theDW i j vectors. Actually, the
spins in the lattice can be subdivided into two subsystem
such a way that the first~second! subsystem is formed by th
spins inB (A) positions only. Let us now introduce the fo
lowing redefinition of the spin variables:

SW̃ B1
5SW B1

, SW̃ B2
5SW B2

,

SW̃ A1
5~dW •SW A1

!dW 1cosu@SW A1
2~dW •SW A1

!dW #2k sinu@SW A1
3dW #,

~11!

SW̃ A2
5~dW •SW A2

!dW 1cosu@SW A2
2~dW •SW A2

!dW #1k sinu@SW A2
3dW #,
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where k561 and k tanu522bc/(b22c2). It should be
noted, that the transformation~11! corresponds to a rotatio
of the spinsSW A1

(SW A2
) by an angleu (2u) with dW as the

rotation axis. The HamiltonianH 0
( i j ) is strictly transformed

into an isotropic form35 while concerning the remaining
dH ( i j ) an additional justification should be made. Actual
no terms higher than of second order in (l/«d) have been
kept up to now. By noting thatdJ,dG;(l/«d)2 and in Eq.
~11! the angleu;(l/«d), the consistent way is to keep th
form of dH ( i j ) but using the transformed spin variables. F
nally the transformed HamiltonianH̃5(H̃( i j ) takes the form

H̃( i j )5 J̄SW̃ iSW̃ j2Ḡ$2~dW SW̃ i !~dW SW̃ j !2~SW̃ iSW̃ j !% ~12!

with the renormalized constantsJ̄54g(b21c2)2dJ, and

Ḡ5dGyy.0.
A mean-field analysis of this Hamiltonian shows that t

expected classical ground-state configuration is a collin
antiferromagnetic array of the transformed spins~11! in the

magnetically easyxz plane, Ḡ.0. We emphasize that ac
cording to Eq.~12! the staggered moment is not confined
a particular direction in the easyxz plane. This ‘‘residual’’
symmetry of the derived superexchange can be broken
additional interaction terms not included into the consid
ation up to now. Postponing a discussion of possible sou
for additional anisotropies let us now assume that the
sidual symmetry is broken in such a way that the stagge
magnetization is parallel to thexW axis~i.e., crystallographica

direction!, and in the ground state the spinsSW̃ B1
(5S

W
B1

) and

SW̃ B2
(5SW B2

) are aligned in thexW direction. This is supported
by the symmetry analysis of the following Section, whi
demands that the staggered magnetizationLW 5(MW A1

1MW A2

2MW B1
2MW B2

)/2 has to be parallel to one of the crystall
graphic axis. In the mean-field approximation one may i
mediately write

SW̃ B1
52SW̃ A1

5SW̃ B2
52SW̃ A2

5SeW x ~13!

and performing the inverse transformation one obtains
the original spins

SW B1
5SW B2

5SeW x ,

SW A1
52S@cosu•eW x1k sinu•eW z#, ~14!

SW A2
52S@cosu•eW x2k sinu•eW z#.

The corresponding picture for the double degenerate cla
cal ground-state spin configuration is given in Fig. 3. A we
transverse~along thezW axis! modulation in the second sub
lattice is imposed on the strong antiferromagnetic corre
tions between the spins belonging to different sublattic
This weak antiferromagnetic modulation is entirely due
the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction. The angleu for this
modulation is estimated to be
ar

by
-
es
-
d

-

r

si-
k

-
s.

u.
uDW i j u

J
.

2c

b
5

2

A3
S l

«d
D usinf i j u.3°. ~15!

with an absolute value ofuDW i j u;0.25 meV corresponding to
J;5 meV. It is worth mentioning that the magnetizatio
measurements7 for Ba3Cu2O4Cl2 have clearly shown that the
crystallographica direction (xW axis in our notations! is the
preferred direction for the staggered moment belowTN ,
whereTN.20 K is the temperature of the three-dimension
antiferromagnetic ordering. According to this analysis it
expected that the ground state in this compound is no
simple collinear antiferromagnetic configuration, but i
volves also a weak antiferromagnetic superstructure du
the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction.

To our knowledge, in cuprates only weak ferromagneti
~WFM! was reported up to now. The corresponding sp
canting angle, which measures the deviation from colline
ity, is rather small,uWFM.0.05° ~compare for instance Refs
3,26,33 and 34!. In the present case the spin canting an
~15!, i.e., u.3°, is more than an order of magnitude large
The reason for this difference is the following. Although th
spin-orbit coupling (l/«d);0.1 is nearly the same in bot
cases, the geometrical factor is much larger in the pres
case asusinfij u.1 due to the strong folding of the chain
(uf i j u.84°).

It is necessary to discuss the possible influence of tra
verse interchain magnetic interactions to show the validity
the derived spin anisotropy. We assume that the domin
interaction between two neighboring spins belonging to d
ferent chains in a layer is the isotropic superexchange w
an AFM interaction constantJ' . By using the results of the
band-structure calculations~Sec. II! we found the estimate
J' /J;0.25, whereJ is the intrachain exchange constan
Due to the presence of the center of inversion for the tra
verse Cu-Cu magnetic bond a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya te

FIG. 3. Within a classical picture~mean-field approximation!
the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction between the magnetic m
ments~arrows! of the CuA and CuB atoms results in a small cantin
of the CuA moments~canting angle6u). The ground state is two-
fold degenerated (a,b) and reveals weak antiferromagnetism. T
two states differ by the sign of the canting angle and the direction
the additional antiferromagnetic vectorLA,z5MA1,z2MA2,z of the
CuA sublattice.x andz are global axes equivalent to the crystall
graphica andc axes.
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cannot occur and the symmetric anisotropy is expected t
very weak. The band-structure results indicate also a w
interlayer exchangeJz!J' ,J and more distant interchai
Cu-Cu exchange interactions~for instance, to third neighbor
in the plane of CuB). However, the spin anisotropy of th
latter interaction is expected to be small due to the pla
geometry of the corresponding exchange path.

IV. SYMMETRY AND SPATIAL ORDERING OF THE
DZYALOSHINSKII-MORIYA VECTORS

In order to derive the spatial order of the Dzyaloshinsk
Moriya vectors by symmetry considerations, at first the sy
metry analysis of the antiferromagnetic states
Ba3Cu2O4Cl2 ~following Refs. 36–38!, presented
elsewhere,19 will be summarized. It is assumed that the la
tice constanta of the magnetic unit cell and that of the cry
tallographic unit cell are identical. As has been pointed ou
Ref. 38 it is sufficient to consider the independent symme

FIG. 4. Symmetry elements of a CuA-CuB chain in
Ba3Cu2O4Cl2. The magnetic moments are located at the 2c sites
(A1 , A2, andA18) and at the 2e sites (B1 , B2 andB18). The sym-
metry elements mapping the chain onto itself are: axesC2z going
through theB sites, axesC2y ~sketched by small ellipses! perpen-
dicular to thex-z plane and going through theA sites, and inversion
centers located at the sitesAi .
be
ak

r

-
-

n
y

operations. For the space groupPmmabesides the identity
there are only three independent symmetry elements.

A very convenient choice for these elements is: rotat
axis C2y through the point (x050, z051/2), rotation axis
C2z through the point (x051/4, y050) and inversion I lo-
cated at (x050, y050, z051/2). As these elements map
given chain onto itself no assumptions concerning the re
tive orientation of moments in different chains are necess
The magnetic moments reside on the 2c sites CuA1 , CuA2,
and CuA81, and on the 2e sites CuB1 , CuB2, and CuB81 ~see
Fig. 4, in which also the mentioned symmetry elements
sketched!. Obviously the ion CuA1 (CuB1) is equivalent to
CuA81 (CuB81). Because the sites of the 2c and 2e sublat-
tices are crystallographically not equivalent, the magnetic
der has to be characterized by two antiferromagnetic~AFM!
vectors,

LW A5MW A12MW A2 , LW B5MW B12MW B2 , ~16!

and two sublattice magnetizations,

mW A5~MW A11MW A2!/2, mW B5~MW B11MW B2!/2, ~17!

where MW Ai (MW B j) are the magnetic moments of th
CuAi (CuB j) ions at the sitesAi (Bj ). The interchange of the
momentsMW i↔MW j generated by the symmetry operations
given in the second and third column of Table I. As only o
ordering temperature is found, both AFM vectors have
transform according to the same magnetic group, compat
with the crystallographic space groupPmma. The transfor-
mation behavior for each componentLA,x , LA,y , etc. and for
the sublattice magnetizationsmW A and mW B is described in
Table I by two numbers characterizing two steps of the c
responding transformation: the transformation ofLW A , LW B ,
etc. due toMW i↔MW j ~first number! and the remaining part o
the transformation~rotation, inversion; second!. The entry
11 means no change of the considered vector compone
21 means a change of sign. In the line below the result
magnetic symmetry element is given. AsILW A5LW A , but
RILW B5LW B the AFM vectorsLW 2c and LW 2e cannot simulta-
nge

the
TABLE I. The first column lists the independent symmetry elements of the space groupPmma, here chosen to beE, C2z , C2y andI. The

second and third columns give the magnetic momentsMW Ai andMW B j ( i , j 51,2) generated fromMW A1 andMW B1 by applying these symmetry

elements. In the remaining columns for each component of the antiferromagnetic vectorsLW A5MW A12MW A2 , LW B5MW B12MW B2, and the two

sublattice magnetizationsmW A5(MW A11MW A2)/2 andmW B5(MW B11MW B2)/2 two numbers are given: the first takes into account the intercha

MW A1↔MW A2 , MW B1↔MW B2 (1↔ no change of the vector components,21 ↔ vector components change sign!. The second11 or 21
describes the remaining part of the considered transfomation~rotation, inversion!. The resulting magnetic group elements are given in
line below these two numbers (R: time reversal!.

E MW A1 MW B1
LA,x LA,y LA,z LB,x LB,y LB,z mA,x mA,y mA,z

(2c site! (2e site! mB,x mB,y mB,z

C2z MW A2 MW B1
-1,-1 -1,-1 -1,1 1,-1 1,-1 1,1 1,-1 1,-1 1,1

C2z C2z RC2z RC2z RC2z C2z RC2z RC2z C2z

C2y MW A1 MW B2
1,-1 1,1 1,-1 -1,-1 -1,1 -1,-1 1,-1 1,1 1,-1

RC2y C2y RC2y C2y RC2y C2y RC2y C2y RC2y

I MW A1 MW B2
1,1 1,1 1,1 -1,1 -1,1 -1,1 1,1 1,1 1,1

I I I RI RI RI I I I
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neously become different from zero. As each componen
mW A and mW B transforms according to the same magne
group, the only possibility for antiferromagnetic ordering
Lx5mA,x2mB,xÞ0, Ly5mA,y2mB,yÞ0 or Lz5mA,z
2mB,zÞ0. This means that ferromagnetic order is predic
for each of the two crystallographic Cu sublattices. The m
ments of the crystallographically different sublattices are
tiparallel to each other. As different components ofmW A and
mW B belong to different magnetic groups~Table I! ~i! only one
component of the AFM vectorLW may be different from zero
i.e., LW is parallel to one of the crystallographic axes, and~ii !
weak ferromagnetism is excluded, contrary to the case
Ba2Cu3O4Cl2. This is in agreement with the experimen
The symmetry analysis cannot predict the direction of
AFM vector. Experiments showLxÞ0.7 For that case, inde
pendent magnetic symmetry elements areE, RC2z , RC2y ,
and I. Interestingly, Table I shows, that for that case a sm
LA,zÞ0, i.e., weak antiferromagnetism36 can additionally oc-
cur.

As shown in Sec. III, within the unit cell this weak ant
ferromagnetism is described by a sum of Dzyaloshins
Moriya terms

HWAFM5DBA
11
•~MB1,xMA1,z2MB1,zMA1,x!

1DAB
12
•~MA1,xMB2,z2MA1,zMB2,x!

1DBA
22
•~MB2,xMA2,z2MB2,zMA2,x!

1DAB8
21

•~MA2,xMB81,z2MA2,zMB81,x!. ~18!

This interaction has to be invariant with respect to the sy
metry operationsRC2z , RC2y , andI. Using the transforma-
tion properties of the moments according to Table I,
equivalence of sites differing by a lattice translation alo
the a axis, results in

DBA
11 52DAB

12 52DBA
22 5DAB8

21 . ~19!

As to be expected, the spatial order of the loc
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vectors determined from the symm
try of the magnetic unit cell is the same as that derived
analyzing the relations between the different bonds in
previous section. Moreover, the symmetry analysis toge
with the experimental results shows, that in the transform
tion described in Sec. III~canting of the moments! the CuBi
moments have to be fixed, asLB has to remain zero for an
AFM state with moments parallel to thea axis.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The superexchange interaction between two neighbo
but crystallographically nonequivalent Cu ions
t-

er
of
c

d
-
-

of

e

ll

i-

-

e

l
-
y
e
er
-

g

Ba3Cu2O4Cl2 was analyzed within a multiorbital Hubbar
model. This superexchange interaction was expressed b
effective spin-spin Hamiltonian. As there is no center of
version for the considered Cu-~O-O!-Cu entity, this interac-
tion involves the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya term, which refe
to the corresponding bond. By means of an analysis of
geometric relations between neighboring bonds~plaquettes!
the spatial order of these locally defined Dzyaloshinsk
Moriya vectors was determined. This spatial order was a
derived by a symmetry analysis taking into account the
perimentally found ‘‘easy axis’’ of the staggered magnetiz
tion. These considerations revealed, that spin canting oc
in the subsystem of the CuA magnetic moments only. Within
the presented microscopic model, for the magnetic mome
all directions within thea-c plane are equivalent. The aniso
ropy, leading to the experimentally observed spin-flop tra
sition for applied fields parallel to thea axis could not yet be
explained. Further investigations have to be done to find
microscopic origin for additional anisotropies, which bre
the easy-plane symmetry of the superexchange model
explain the experimentally observed easy-axis behav
With this respect, two main contributions have been igno
in the considered Hamiltonian~1!. First of all, the theory of
superexchange can be developed at a more sophistic
level by adopting more details of the electronic structure
the real compound. For instance, the form of the symme
anisotropy tensor is rather sensitive to an actual crystal-fi
splitting of p orbitals on oxygen ions. This splitting shoul
be taken into account into the theoretical scheme. A sec
reason leading to a breakdown of the easy-plane symm
involves the direct-exchange contribution39 to the symmetric
anisotropy term. This is due to the exchange part of the tw
site Coulomb multiorbitald-d correlations which should be
also incorporated into the Hamiltonian~1!. However, for
such calculations reliable quantitative estimates for the
rameters are required~i.e., the crystal-field states of the O
ions and the two-site exchange Coulomb integrals of
ions!. Since the direct exchange contribution can be har
obtained within the LDA band-structure analysis, we have
leave this problem for future investigations. From an expe
mentally point of view, the detection of the discussed we
antiferromagnetism is a challenging task.
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